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amily-owned Sarten is Turkey’s
largest canmaker and a
significant player in its sector
in Europe and in the Middle East.
Established at Çorlu in the country’s
north west in 1972 it has since grown
prodigiously, now operating 18 plants,
of which three have been located
outside of Turkey: in Bulgaria, Russia
and, most recently, the Netherlands.
In the manufacture of a wide range
of three-piece tinplate containers
for customers in the food, industrial,
aerosol, cosmetic and decorative
sectors, export business has been a
key part of Sarten’s recent strategy,
growing from US$55 million in 2007 to
$85m in 2017. With 3,000 employees in
Turkey and 300 outside of the country,
Sarten’s metal packaging is sold in 80
countries worldwide.
Sarten has ambitious growth
plans, with domestic and export sales
expected to grow to $460m in 2020 and
to $750m by 2028.
The establishment of plants outside
Sarten’s home country in Turkey has
been inspired by chief executive Zeki
Saribekir who three years ago said he
wanted the canmaker to be closer to the
customers it supplies with the adoption
of a distributed production model for its
operations across Europe.
This was required to reduce
unnecessary shipping of fabricated
cans and ensure that the canmaker met
local quality standards and controls.
The first plant in this model was set
up at Pleven in Bulgaria in 2002,
followed by Nevinnomyssk in southern
Russia in 2009 and more recently at
Roosendaal in the Netherlands.
“We want to serve our customers
locally – no more shipping of air from
Turkey to Holland,” says Saribekir.
It makes sense to concentrate highvalue manufacturing processes such
as for coating and decoration, and
components such as ends and aerosol
domes as has been used elsewhere,
such as by Gruppo ASA in Italy.
The plant at Roosendaal supplies the
local cosmetic business with threepiece welded tinplate aerosol cans
and represented an investment of €5
million (US $5.68m). Sarten initially
rented a warehouse close to the border
with Belgium and 50km from the major
European ports of Rotterdam and
Antwerp – so it was close to one of its
most important customers, a leading
supplier of fast-moving consumer goods
(FMCG) to the household products
sector.
Ali Civelek, commercial director
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Expansion with
smart logistics
Turkish canmaker Sarten has been setting up fabrication
plants in Europe to better serve its customers cost
effectively. Dominique Huret reports from The Netherlands

Meeting local needs in north west Europe, Sarten’s operations director René Willems
and commercial director Ali Civelek

Above: René Willems studies one of
Sarten’s aerosol cans. Right: Sarten’s
aerosol can line at Roosendaal
of Sarten Packaging Netherlands,
explains the rationale behind the
decision to set up the facility.
“In Sarten’s Silivri factory, 50km
west of Istanbul, one line was fully
dedicated to aerosol products,”
says Civelek, who says that about
11 containers of finished products
were shipped every week to Holland.
“That was an expensive and not

environmentally friendly solution. It
made sense to change our production
model.”
Operations director René Willems
recalls how it all began: “In August
2017, on my first day of work, I
started in an empty warehouse and
an empty office space. We started
from scratch: organising utilities,
buying furniture, contacting local
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Evaluating the integrity of seams on aerosols and manual leak testing (below right)

Shipping less air: Sarten’s chief executive
Zeki Saribekir
authorities and hiring people.
“As for the line itself, this had to
come from Silivri with one skilled
operator who remained here. We then
hired an additional four operators and
sent them for three weeks of training in
Turkey. The tinplate, tops and bottoms
are delivered here in one container
each week.”
That reduction from about 11
containers to one a week indicates the
savings made in shipping costs.
Willems notes that Saribekir had
one key imperative: to do business “the
Dutch way”, using Dutch employees
and operating to local quality and
regulatory control standards.
“By the end of November 2017, four
trucks brought the line and a Turkish
technical team arrived ready to
assemble it,” Willems explains. “After
one week, it was operating. A further
week was needed for fine-tuning and

testing and, on week three, a team of
customer auditors arrived to check the
standards.
“Finally, on 15 December 2017, the
first products were approved and the
whole production system received
customer clearance.” Production
started with a single shift of six people
and in March 2018 a second shift was
added.
According to Civelek, the first
ten months of operations have been
encouraging.
“We are reaching the production of
50m aerosol cans and hope to reach
100m [in 2019] with the arrival of the
second line,” he says. “Our challenge
here in Holland lies mainly in finding
skilled operators. There is clearly
a shortage of people and the wages
are quite high. So, in order to stay
cost effective, our operations must
be optimal with as few stops and
breakdowns as possible.”
Line efficiency is high, says Civelek.
With downtime reduced to 7 per cent,
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overall equipment efficiency is running
at 93 per cent.
This is above the 85 per cent usually
found in the sector, claims Civelek.
“But still, with the high wages in the
Netherlands, we need more automation
and robots and, of course, economies of
scale,” he adds.
To achieve this, the second line is
being installed. “It will produce aerosols
for more technical and industrial
products like paints, foams and glues,”
he says.
Another saving is made because
Sarten’s customers require undecorated
cans, using sleeve labels across their
range of products to provide a measure
of flexibility. But Sarten is considering
the installation of a decorating line
when the second fabrication line is built.
Civelek says that Sarten’s plan is to
have four lines at the factory five years
from now and develop the site as a
central production centre for the market
in northern European.
Sarten has adopted a similar
production approach at its plant at
Nevinnomyssk, near Krasnodar in
southern Russia. “In Sarten Russia
our factory functions with two similar
lines,” explains Civelek. “They were also
dismantled from Turkey and rebuilt
there. The factory is located just across
the Black Sea, to serve our customers in
this area.
“Sarten’s strategy is to locate
packaging capacity next to customers
for agrifood, olive oil and household
products.”

Aerosol can production
at Roosendaal
Three-piece aerosol cans are manufactured
at Roosendaal using Soudronic welding lines
followed by a specially-designed weld-repair
coating system using induction curing and
Lanico equipment for flanging and seaming of
domes and cones.
After the cans are finished, a Markem Imaje
printer applies an invisible UV code containing
batch information. The containers are then
pressure tested online to 9.2 bar using a
Wilcomat leak detector, followed by final
checks using a Tema vision inspection system.
Additional pressure tests are carried out every
30 seconds in a water bath, while burst tests
at 16.2 bar are carried out in a lab. A magnetic
handling system is used to palletise the
aerosol cans.
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